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The Hyena and the Hare

ONE DAY, ALL the wild animals decided to plant a 

field of millet. They cleared the land, plowed it, and

seeded it when the first rains fell. They plowed and

weeded it at just the right time to produce a good

harvest and filled a large granary with the millet.

Then, a meeting was convened.

“We’ve harvested all we can before going on exo-

dus,” said one animal to the rest. “At the first rain of

next year, we’ll all return home and divide up our

harvest.”

So it was said, so it was done.

After everyone had left, the hare moved in next to

the granary with his family. From time to time, he



took some heads of millet and gave them to his

wives, who pounded them. Every time he took some,

the hare searched for hyena dung to fill in the space.

He continued his thefts until all the millet had been

eaten.

The first rain fell, and all the animals returned

home. The clever hare did not appear immediately.

Once everyone else had arrived, he told his wife to

pour water over his whole body. Then he ran to join

his friends.

“Oh! Brother, you have traveled much,” they

exclaimed. “Where were you?”

“I was in Haway, Safay, and Sasabay, on the way to

Bargay, Hinay, and Dwayay.”

“You really have been all over. No wonder you’re

sweating so much.”

“Open the granary!”

To everyone’s great surprise, there was only one

head of millet left. The granary was full of hyena

excrement. They all turned and looked at the hyena

in astonishment.

“The hyena gobbled up all the millet.”
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“It wasn’t me, I swear.”

They searched for a way to determine the thief. “At

nightfall, we’ll lie side by side and the moonlight will

fall on the guilty one.”

“Yes, yes!” all the animals agreed.

When they lay down for the night, the hare lay

next to the hyena and said, “You’re not the one who

stole the millet, big brother. They just want to blame

you.”

“God is great,” the hyena replied.

Everyone slept, except for the guilty hare. An hour

into the night, the moonlight fell on his chest. He

moved it onto the chest of the hyena and woke the

others.

“Wake up, wake up! The moon has fallen on the

chest of big brother hyena.”

Barely awake, the other animals began to hit the

hyena until he could no longer move.

The hare approached him and said, “Brother, they

will kill you, but you’re not the one who ate the millet.”

“Little brother,” replied the hyena in a melancholy

voice, “I’m not yet dead.”
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At these words, the hare called the others back,

telling them the hyena was still alive. They gathered

and beat him again.

“Now my big brother is dead.”

“No, I’m still not dead. I won’t die until my head is

broken.”

The hare called again to the others to come and

crack open the hyena’s head. Just as he had said

would happen, the hyena died.
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